Aycock divides his book into 11 major sections, beginning with a historical overview and ending with a discomforting chapter called "What Should We Do?" Along the way, he discusses viruses' performance (that is, their activity and the degree of devastation they create) and creation, antivirus techniques, and even anti-antivirus techniques. He describes a virus's creation in terms of its "anatomy" (what it's made of), its purpose, and its release (either through the classic "contaminated floppy" or the more advanced technique of embedding it into a worm and then spreading the worm through a network).
A word of advice comes in handy here: Does Aycock tell you how to build a virus? Yes and no. He describes virus creation at a level of detail that any well-trained programmer or an advanced undergraduate student could understand. But the viruses are in pseudocode, so their description is mostly panoramic. Aycock prefers to use pseudocode so that his writing stays current. Some books, such as Mark Ludwig's The Little Black Book of Computer Viruses (American Eagle Publications, 1991) , have concrete, actual codes for viruses, but both the books and the viruses are outdated already. Viruses evolve, and Aycock lectures on this extensively.
At the end of the third chapter, he mentions the existence of "virus kits" (he admits that what he's discussing are actually "worm kits," but you'll get the idea). The facts that computer languages, platforms, and systems are constantly changing, and, of course, that virus kits are widely available, make irrelevant the precise description of any specific virus.
One of Aycock's central ideas is to make people realize that because we're an information-technologydriven society, we're extremely vulnerable to computer viruses. Simply having an antivirus kit might not be enough. Several layers of defense are always best. People must defend against not only virus attacks but also planned attacks, which might involve offering gifts to a person in exchange for information (such as passwords). So, these layers of defense must be automated and failsafe. First and foremost, people must be aware that not taking at least some simple precautions is risky.
Aycock provides some very good definitions of the most relevant types of malware: logic bomb, Trojan horse, back door, virus, worm, rabbit, spyware, adware, hybrids, droppers, blended threats, and zombies. (This last is actually the name of any computer system that the perpetrator uses as a scapegoat to spread malware from). These definitions are tentative, however, because some malware might be a combination of several basic types. Viruses are classified by target-that is, by what part of the computer system or files they affect-and by concealment strategy. Such strategies range from the naive "no concealment" to strong encryption, passing through oligomorphism, polymorphism, and metamorphism. Metamorphism implies a sort of mutation or evolution on encryption-decryption loops or even larger parts of the code. Aycock also describes the weaknesses in code that viruses exploit. Later, he describes virus writers as social engineers and warns about virus hoax messages that can induce people to perform destructive actions. Such virus hoaxes can have devastating effects (similar to those of a real virus). Surprisingly enough, Aycock mentions possible applications of viruses, such as creating a virus that could be used against other viruses or worms. Other applications include (but aren't limited to) spam, information warfare, and cyberterrorism.
Computer Viruses and Malware is meant for computer science professionals or computer specialists. Aycock suggests that his book could be used as a secondary text for advanced-level computer science students. I suspect the primary book could be any combination of the larger books he refers to in this work, together with books about low-level and recursive programming. I would recommend this easy-toread book to anyone in these categories.
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